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Free online chatting games with avatars no download. Games to play online with friends chat. Chat games online free no download. Best online games to play with friends and chat.
You love gaming but don’t seem to get enough time to socialize with friends? Beat the boredom with these social games with a chat room. Try them for free! Computer gaming is very entertaining and also very addictive if it becomes routine. You can easily be isolated from friends and colleagues, closed up in a world of your own. That is the time
depressions and a number of other life-threatening conditions sneak in and wreak havoc in one’s health. That notwithstanding, there’s no doubting the joy that comes with computer gaming. That deep-seated feeling of accomplishments and fulfillment when you conquer those rampaging monsters. One really feels happy and satisfied, ready for the
next big challenge. Loneliness can wipe out that joy and celebration in a flash and even kill your zeal to continue the combat. So how do you strike a balance between social life and video gaming, so that you don’t overdo one at the expense of another? To answer that question, I combed the web for social games that have integrated chat rooms and
gaming feature, You can chat or texting games. This review has summarized some of the best online chat games you may want to try out. Here is a list of classifieds perfect for chatting before we start: 10. Lady Popular Lady Popular comes with very cool graphics and distinct pink color. There’s no doubting that this is a lady’s only chat game platform.
You can customize your own supermodel and guide her through the glamorous world of fashion. It is completely free and easy to play. The pink interface comes with a wide range of mini-games, malls, pets, boyfriends, and duels. Lady Popular is more than just a dress-up game. Players also get a chance to customize their lady’s looks. From skin, hair,
makeup, clothes, and accessories; any imaginable look is practically possible. This is further enhanced by the fact that this online chat game gets weekly updates. In addition to the makeups and dress-ups, this platform also allows users to design their own hypothetical lifestyle. Essentially how your love to live your life if you had what it takes. You can
choose to live in a beachfront bungalow or in a central city high rise apartment. You get to customize and decorate your apartment the way you want to. On Lady Popular, it is popular to live the full fashion lifestyle. You have the chance of choosing the perfect boyfriend on this chat gaming platform. On this platform, your girl is the perfect catch, and
the boys are certainly going to notice. Have plenty of fun choosing and customizing your boyfriend and, who knows, maybe you’ll end up an engagement party together. You also get to personalize your pets. Your cuddly friends can dress up fantastically. You can go about collecting pets and customizing their looks to match your own. From kittens and
puppies to the obscure. Lady popular is just full of ways and options of dressing you and your pets up in the most amazing style. You may be like to play, Online Games for Girls. . You may be like to play, Free MMORPG games on PC. 9. Habbo The Habbo is partly MMO and partly set in the virtual world setting. It provider players with a great platform
to play games and meet up new friends. It comes with plenty of public spaces that can be explored on this platform. The entire platform consists of many intricately linked parts and components. There are the virtual world and the game environment Habbo Hotel, social networking environment, and many more. You also get to experience Habbo
Home, different Habbo games and a couple of brand extensions. Joining the Habbo platform is free for all. No subscription fees or credit card information is required. However, a player can choose to sign up for paid plans for just a small fee. There are plenty customization options available. You can choose to choose to customize characters to suit
your particular expectations. 8. Lucent Heart This is a very entertaining online game cum social chat room where you can meet up and share with friends. Lucent Heart is highly customizable and as such, allows players to choose and design characters as they deem fit. It user base is largely Asian, though it is steadily gaining popularity in the west.
This platform allows you to play the entire game solo or with a friend. You can also choose your characters from a list of up to 8 character classes. Because it is also a social platform, the Lucent Heart has an integrated Cupid matching service to help players get real-life soul mates. It is that real! It also comes with a sophisticated Horoscope system
that influences choice and progression of characters. You also get a chance to access and build your own war machines and explore dungeons. As you progress into the game and discover artifacts, you will be rewarded with pets, dance with friends, and even get married. The user interface is very friendly and this make it very easy to navigate the
site. To join the Lucent Heart all you are to do is sign up for free and get ready to begin your adventure. 7. Planet Calypso The Planet Calypso is one of my favorite online social games. It has very cool graphics and layout. You will love the real touch of scientific fantasy that characterizes the entire game. Simply put, Planet Calypso offers a delicate mix
of science fiction in a free sandbox. You also get a chance to chat and hang out with friends and colleagues while still enjoying your favorite MMO. I love the simple, attractive and intuitive user interface. It is colorfully arranged into tabs for easy navigation and access to different gaming and chat features. It features a real cash economy where
players can trade and invest as explorers and entrepreneurs. You will get a chance to hunt some indigenous species of ubiquitous robot menace that incessantly wreak havoc to planet miners. If you appreciate creativity, then you will certainly love the hi-tech seismic investigation methods employed by the miners. Even as you catch up with friends
while playing the Planet Calypso, you’ll also get a chance to customize your very own fearsome war machines for hunting down the ubiquitous robots. In the same open market where you craft the machines, Calypsians also trade and invest. There’s the option of starter packs which helps beginners get first items in their avatar for a stylish new look of
a Cympatech cop. Acquiring new armor in the process is a bargain, though. The available starter packs are labeled Bronze, Silver, and Gold and priced at $5, $15, and $40 respectively. The Oz World (Closed) This is another great online social game with a chat room for socializing with friends and colleagues. It has been around for a while now, since
1999. Users sign up and use the avatar to meet and share with friends. Players also have the option of customizing characters as they deem fit. The simplicity and colorful nature of the user interface, coupled with the efficient human-game interaction explain Oz World’s success as a social gaming platform. Players on Oz World take part in a lot of
social activities like marriage, dating, and fishing. This gaming platform is less focused on quests and combats seen with other MMO games. You also get to decorate houses and even customize avatars with a whole range of new clothes. I love the fact that this gaming platform promotes friendship and socializing with no much competition. Signing up
is also free for all. If you are looking for a free social MMO that connect you with friends, the Oz World is certainly worth checking out. 6. Second Life If you have tried this social MMO before, you know for sure that it is very interactive. It comes with very handy customization tool that allow players to choose and create fearsome characters in
additions to job creation. On Second Life, you get a chance to explore the world, meet up with new friends and socialize. The popularity of this online chat game is attributed to its ability to foster interactions and social friendships between users. Second Life has made it much easier for users to discover incredible experiences, vibrant communities
and fascinating people from its vast virtual world. Players get a chance to express themselves and create just about any character of their imagination. You can make 3D content and social experiences to share with friends or even sell in the global marketplace. Socializing on Second Life is so unpredictable; it isn’t easy to tell exactly who you’ll meet.
It is an open platform where you connect and share with very interesting people from all over the globe. And there’s more than just that. You can also enjoy live music, fashion and many more. It also has a Real Estate option that lets you build and furnish your dream home, personal space or even business. For those who love matters education, this
platform lets you create very interactive 3D learning experiences which you can then share with friends on Second Life. There’s more than just socializing and gaming. 5. The Salem This is a very interactive social MMO that is inspired by historical events. This makes it very engaging and entertaining, with players always on survival mode. The
storyline revolves around gathering as many materials and resources as you possibly can, enough to see you through to the next phase of the conflict. If you are conversant with the history of colonial Salem, you can tell that this social MMO illustrates it to the detail. Salem social game serves to highlight some of the past historical struggles humanity
has had to grapple with. It is also a window to a world of endless socializing and sharing fun moments with friends. It comes with a very intuitive and attractive user interface for easy navigation and access to various social and gaming features. There’s even a Salem store where you can purchase one or two items to further enhance your gaming and
social experience on this platform. Of course, the store features are good for pro users. For beginners, you can stick to the free-to-play plan until such a time when you’ll be ready to explore and experience more, then you might consider any of the paid social MMO gaming packages. 4. Roblox The Roblox is one of the most popular online chat gaming
platforms. It has close to 15 million user-created games. It is the top-ranked kids’ and teens’ gaming platform. On Roblox, users get a chance to play games, role play, create adventures, and also learn with friends and family. It has a user-friendly interface for easy navigation and immersive 3D gaming. It is compatible with many devices and operating
systems, so you can be sure to access Roblox comfortably on your Android smartphone, iPhone& iPad, Windows PC, Amazon devices, and even Xbox. Sign up for free and begin exploring a world of endless gaming and socializing. In order to remain anonymous, remember to use a pseudonym and not your real name on Roblox. 3. The MapleStory2 This
is a 3D sequel to Nexon’s 2D Maplestory MMO collection. It comes with a cute and blocky graphic design that captures some of the original Charms of the first version. You also get to appreciate the smooth switching between its isometric and classic 2D views that ensure an immersive user experience. The MapleStory2 online chat game allows the
user to explore and discover special events. The setting is very colorful and attractive, though very destructible. The game is characterized by players cutting down forests and knocking over buildings; just about everything you’d expect in a fast paced combat. If you really love real combat, MapleStory2 is one social game you need to check out. It can
get so violent that an entire city is left in rabbles. At some point characters can even synergize their efforts for an even greater destructive ability. Notably, Boss battle accounts for a large part of the map. Aside from that, this social MMO allows you to use the in-game editor tool to build dungeons and create dreadful monsters. 2. The 5 Street This is
a free-to-play online chat game that allows players to socialize, dress up fashionably and dance to cool music hits. The 5 Street allows players to create and customize characters of their choice. Alongside a horde of other characters, you have to traverse the cityscape to a leading dance event where you’ll showcase your fashion acumen and
personality. For a stunning look at the dance event, players on 5 Street have access to a range of latest fashion wears, thanks to the contemporary real-life inspired wardrobe of bracelets, earrings, shirts, and many more. You get to dress your avatar in very cool and smart outfits. There are up to 30 dance halls where players battle it out. You can
choose to dance a lone, with a special someone, or with a group of friends. 1. The IMVU You want to socialize and meet up new people? IMVU is 3D chat game with 3D avatar chat room! This online chat game allows you to choose a particular avatar upon which you’ll enjoy the game. From the homepage, one can easily tell that the platform has more
in store. It has some very inviting homepage graphics and animations. The user interface is very colorful and well organized into tabs making it super easy to access various features on the IMVU chat game platform. Read more: Virtual world games like IMVU. It is very easy to get started on the IMVU social gaming platform. All you are to do is
customize your avatar. When you are done setting it up, you can start hanging out, meet up, break up and makeup with friends. You will enjoy just about all the feels that come with relationships on the IMVU platform. There is a downloadable and Android and iOS app to help keep conversations with your new BFFs going smoothly on this 3D social
network. The IMVU chat gaming platform boasts close to 4 million monthly users from all over the globe. Most of the visitors come from the US, UK, France, Canada, and Brazil. Conclusion There are plenty of online chat games. You may want to try out one or a couple of the option enlisted in this review to help you connect with friends, even as you
enjoy playing your favorite MMO games. Most of these social games are free-to-play, though you can also opt for the paid plan that comes with even more fantastic features.
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